Black Letter Outline On Corporate And Partnership Taxation
Synopsis
This comprehensive text is designed to help students recognize and understand the basic principles and issues covered in law school courses in corporate, partnership and business enterprise taxation. It explains all the fundamental concepts and transactions affecting C and S corporations, partnerships and limited liability companies, and includes numerous illustrative examples, self-test questions with answers, sample exams, and a chart with cross-references for each topic to all major corporate and partnership tax casebooks.
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Customer Reviews
Must have book to study for corporate and partnership tax. Best $35 I have ever spent in my life (I bought it used) Book is well written and the example questions on each section really help the reader understand the material. Cites various cases and revenue rulings which are extremely helpful.

I don't understand the purpose of such a large format book which important details. It is not heavy, but it is a large book to carry around and you can't easily throw it in a small bag. The bulleted style does not do an effective job of linking concepts between chapters. The multiple choice questions are both too easy and too hard at the same time. They are easy in the sense that they focus on a narrow application of the rules but hard in that they are detailed applications of specific rules that professors may or may not care about. The one advantage is that this book covers both partnerships and corporations in one volume. But do not be fooled; the concepts never overlap in the book (i.e.
no compare-contrast between corporate and partnership tax rules) so if your professor is teaching this way the book will not add anything to that analysis. Get a partnership tax primer and a separate tax primer, focus on the subjects covered by your professor, and you will get a better result.

This is a very law intensive book. I would strongly recommend this to anyone looking to become technically elite in partnership and/or corporate taxation.

This has been EXTREMELY helpful. My law school combines corporate and partnership taxation into one class. I spent a decent amount of time researching the best supplements as I had trouble following the material. I found this one recommended several times and bought it. It turns out I’m quite lucky, as it is actually written by the authors of my textbook. Since I bought it, I use it every time I do the study problems in the textbook. I’m certainly not getting everything 100% correct, but I’ve done a lot better.

Must have for partnership law. I haven’t opened the book I was assigned by the professor since the first week of class because this book is 1000% better at explaining the concepts and gives great examples.

Best Corp. tax book I’ve ever used-both overviews and specific info but you need to keep updating your ediction to stay current.
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